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Abstract

People workingin an office concurrently engage
in two or moreoffice activities. Theseactivities can be classified into two gro,ps: personal
and group work. To increase office productivity with computersoftware, both personal and
group workshould be supported. 11owever,the
currentlyavailable office worksupportsoftware,
such as groupware
or a softwaresecretary, focuses
on either of these activities. In this paper, a
multiagent-basedoffice worksupportsystemand
its architecture are introduced.In this system,
there exist agents for personal and groupwork,
and they are mutuallyconnectedin a two-layered
agent, network.Withthe supportof these agents,
peoplein an office can expectto efficiently performboth their personal and groupwork.

Introduction
People working in an office generally engage in two or
more office activities. For example, a worker maywrite
documents, such as his/her own letters, while participating in other software developing projects. These
activities can be classified into two groups: persoual
and grot, p work. Personal work involves tasks that
can be processes at a single worker’s discretion, while
group work involves tasks that can not be processed at
an individual discretion. Figure 1 shows a typical example that involves l.l,ese two activities. This example
showssometasks in a car dealer office. ’rasks inel.ded
in a workflow process thro.gh a car order reception
to a car tra.sportation
are group work. Each worker
allocated to each workflow step is expected to complete his/her task by a given deadline. On the other
hand, each worker engage in their personal work independent to his/her group work. For example, order operators register orders, report then, to their superiors,
and also check date of tlieir car tra.sportatio, to customers. Mechauics maintain their machine tools aml
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Figure l: Someexan,ples of group and personal work
in a car dealer office.
drivers sched.le their car transportation to customers.
Additionally, workers maybe allocated other workflow
tasks because manyworkflows are conct, rrently running in an office. It is possible tbr a part of some
group work and personal work, having the same deadline, Io be given to olle worker hecau,~" gro.p work and
personal work are not mutually concerned with convenience of actions. 3"his is an office resource allocation
problem. However.the ct,rrently available office work
supporl, software, such aMgroupwareor a soft.ware secretary, foc.ses on either of these activities. It therefore
poses the risk of" causing tho office resource allocathm
problem au,d leads to decrease office
productivity. To
increase office productivity, both lwrsoual and group
work shouhl be mnpported in harmo.y.
In this paper, a multiagent-based office work support system and its architecture are introduced. In this
system, there exist agents for both group ami personal
work. and they are m.tually connected in a two-layered
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agent network. With the support of these agents, people in an office can expect to efficiently perform both
their group and personal work.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows.
The next section describes requirements of the office
work support system and introduces several systems
using agents. Then, the architecture that we have introduced to the system, and its implementation and
applications based on this architecture are described.
Finally, a conclusion is madein the last section.
Agents
Requirements
System

for

in
the

the

Office

Office

Work Support

Workers in an office concurrently perform group and
personal work. To increase the productivity of these
tasks, we focus on the productivity of the worker.
From the viewpoint of the productivity of people in
an office, office work can be viewed from two different
views: Personal view and Group view.
Personal view This view focuses on the productivity of tile individual worker. Each worker personally pays attention on how to process his/her own
work, what is the best order to process them, etc.
To support such work completely, various tools for
eliminating the load of each task, such as a schedule
managementsoftware, is needed. The key feature for
eliminating the load of a task is "automation." With
"automation", the worker can leave simple personal
work to these tools and perform other work concurrently.
Group view This view focuses on the productivity
of the group. A manager, who controls the group,
considers the most suitable person for a given task,
and how the work is to proceed, but does not pay
attention to the details of each work. The manager
utilizes a workflow managementsystem to support
the work. The key feature of this system is "communications." With this capability, the manager call
collect individual information quickly.
An office work support system should have both personal and group work support functions, that is, both
personal and group views should be available.
To provide both personal and group views to the ofrice work support system, a multiagent architecture is
introduced to the system. In this system, there are
several types of agents. Someagents act as a loadreducing tools to support personal work, such as information filtering,
schedule management, etc. Other
agents provide group work support functions, such as

workflow management. Personal support is formed by
a group of the former agents. A worker can use these
agents like office tools. Group support is formed by a
group of the latter agents.
Agent Systems

for

the Office

Workers

There have been some research results that support
office work using agents, and there is no research result
that has an architecture to support both personal and
group work simultaneously.
Maes and Kozierok’s program mainly focuses on personal work (Maes & Kozierok 1993). This program,
called the interface agent, observes its user’s actions
and imitates them by learning. For example, the agent
observes its user’s interactions with a calendar application. Whenit can assume the user’s response to a
certain appointment query, it may offer a suggestion,
or even automate the action if its "confidence" is high
enough.
Bocionek’s program, called CAPII, also focuses on
personal work (Bocionek 1995). It also deals with the
automation of planning meeting appointments. Like
Microsoft’s Schedule+, the CAPII agent uses humanreadable electronic mail that sends/receives meeting
information. A user who possesses no CAPI! agent
can reply to a meeting request from CAPII.
Additionally, Kautz et al. focus on personal work
(Kants et al. 1994). The key feature of their framework is the use of personalized agents called "userbets." These userbots mediate communications between users and task-specific agents, called "taskbots."
In their example, a "visitorbot", which is a kind of
taskbot, arranges meetings between a visitor and several researchers in a laboratory, by interacting with
the researchers through their userbots. This approach
is similar to ours, but the userbot does not represent its
user; instead, it provides only communicationmethods
to taskbots and other users. That is, whena visitorbot
asks about a schedule preference to a userbot, the user
of the userbot is obliged to decide and make a reply
immediately.
Yamakiet al.’s program, called "Socia", mainly focuses on group work, but also eliminates individual
loads in the task of planning a meeting appointment
(Yamakiet al. 1995; 1996). This system automates the
scheduling of a desktop conference. An agent, which
exists on a user’s desktop computer, obtains the presence of its user from a video camera and replies to the
agent of the meeting arranger as to whether or not the
user can attend the meeting.
lshiguro
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Figure 2: Two-layered agent architecture.

INA/LI Architecture
The Layered

Architecture

To provide two different views to the system, a twolayered architecture, which we call the INA/LIt architecture, is introduced. Figure 2 showsthe configuration
of this layered architecture. A group of agents oil tile
two layers give a worker the global and personal views.
’[’he first laver is a G1vupwork support layer. This
layer provides a communication channel amongGroupware Agents and Personal Agents. The groupware
agents are related to group work such as workflow
management, office resource management, etc. The
personal agent represents art individual worker, which
maintains personal information such as a personal
schedule, the progress of tasks, etc. This communication capability amongpersonal anti group agents realizes the group view, that is, a managercart quickly
collect information on other workers, the reservation
status of meeting rooms, etc.
The second layer, called Personal work support
layer, exists inside the personal agent. This laver
provides a communication channel among Sub-Agents.
These agents act as software tools for the individual
worker, and together provide the personal view to the
worker.
The personal agent is described in the next, section
and description of groupware agents follows this section.
Agent

A personal agent has two main functions:
11NA/LIstands for Intelligent Agent/Lite.
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Figure 3: Configuration of a personal agent.

(1) To support its user’s group work by representing the
user, such as collecting information on the schedules
of members when the user is scheduling appointments, or answering questions on the user’s schedule
when other agents ask.

(2) To carry

out simple personal work of the I,ser,
a human secretary would.

like

Whena user perR~rms personal work, the personal
agent is expected to offer some load-reducing tools to
the user. As for group work, on the other hand, such
as scheduling appointment, the personal agent sho,hl
be considered as only one representative of the user.
This is because a user would not want to search for
sub-agents of another user who could answer his/her
questions but wouldsimply prefer to ask only one representative of the user about the user’s sched,le.
These two functions, realized with the two-layered
agent architect ure described above, provide global and
personal views to the user. and consequently support
group and personal work simultaneously.
Figure 3 shows the configuration of a personal
agent. The personal agent consists of several subagents. These sub-agents communicatewith each other
through the local communication channel to achi-ve
cooperation. Each sub-agent basically provides a simple function and together they work as the user’s s,~cretary. In the current implementation, there are six
kinds of sub-agents, but new sub-agents can bo devf’loped and added to this system.
These sub-agents have the following functions.
Scheduler sub-ageut Manages the appointment table anti to-do items for the user. It also gives human
resource infi>rmation to |,lw other agents throtJgh the
global communication system.
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Information Filtering sub-agent Maintains information on the user’s sphere of interests and automatically sorts incoming electronic information
such as e-mail, Internet news, and the World Wide
Web (WWW)
pages. This sub-agent helps the user
find the most important information from the vast
amount of information.
Memorandum Management sub-agent
Manages
the user’s electronic memorandawhich are linked to
some electronic information such as e-mail, news,
and WWW
pages. On a memorandum, the user’s
commentscan also be added.Thesecommentsare
collected
andsentto theinformation
filtering
agent
as a sourceof theuser’sinterests.
Thisagentalso
helpstheuserfindinformation
on thecomputer.
By
finding
a certain
memorandum,
theusercaneasily
findanye-mail,news,or WWW pagelinkedto that
memorandum.
Visual Director sub-agent Provides a visual user
interface for the data managementagent, and allows
the user to view data.
Global Communication sub-agent
Provides global comnmnications to the other subagents. All incoming/outgoing global messages pass
through this agent. Messages to global agents 2 are
re-composed and sent to the receiver, and messages
from global agents are sent to the appropriate subagent, using a function of the dialogue sub-agent.
Dialogue sub-agent Provides a goal-oriented
user
interface. This sub-agent is a kind of message distributor or facilitator (Cutkosky et al. 1993). Each
commandfrom the user, which is a sequence of keywords, is composed in the agent message format
and sent to the appropriate sub-agents. It also distributes messagesfront global-agents, using the same
mechanism. This agent helps the user interact with
other agents and sub-agents.
The minimumset of the personal agent consists of
the global communication sub-agent and dialogue subagent. With these two sub-agents, the other sub-agents
can interact with global agents, and other global agents
can regard the set of sub-agents as one global agent,
that. is, a personal agent..
The personal work support layer enables the cooperation of sub-agents. For example, if the memorandunl
managementsub-agent has a link to a certain e-mail
message, and is giveu some commentsfrom the user, it
2The term "global agent" is used to refer to an agent
that has a global communicationcapability, that is, the
personal agent and the groupwareagent.
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Figure 4: Agents in the WorkWebSystem.
sends the commentsto the filtering sub-agent. The filtering sub-agent, which receives this message, can give
a higher priority to the processed information so that
the user can easily get related information.
Agents

to

Support

Group

Work

Figure 4 showsthe global agents in our system based on
the INA/LI architecture, called the "WorkWebsystem
" (Tarumi et al. 1996). Four types of agents, including
the personal agent, are defined to support both group
and persona] work: resource agents, data management
agents, workflowagents, and personal agents. The first
three types of agents are concerned with group work
support and called groupware agents.
Resource agent Manages
non-human resources: budget allocations,
rooms, shared tools or f~ilities, etc.

meeting

Data management agent Does not manage any resources, but collects group sharable data from the
agents according to some given themes and gives
back the collected information to the agents per their
3 agent" in
requests. This agent is called the "GIM
our system.
Workflow agent Manages each workflow process instance and tries to complete it within deadline or as
4early as possible. This agent is called the "BPT
agent" in our system.
Personal agent Mainly supports personal
already described in previous section.

work, as

3GIM: Group Information Management
4BPT:Business Process Tactics
Ishiguro
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These agents communicate with each other using
the global communicationsystem, which exists in tile
global communicationlayer. For example, a user who
wants to plan a meeting appointment, asks his personal agent to collect the schedule information of other
members. The personal agent sequentially communicates with each member’spersonal agent and gets their
schedule information. Then when the meeting appointment is fixed, the personal agent communicates with
the resource agent to reserve a meeting room.
Communication

Protocol

in the INA/LI architecture,
there are two communication protocols for group and personal work support
layers described before.
Global Communication A global communication
protocol is used for peer-to-peer communicationamong
global agents. Each global agent is given a unique
address represented by a Uniform Resource Locators
(IIRL) format. For example, the personal agent for
Mr. Tanaka has the following URLaddress.
inalip ://obp.cl.nec.co.j

p/people/t anaka

Here, inahp is the original
protocol name,
"obp.cl.nec.co.jp" is the domain name, and "people"
is a keywordthat indicates the address of a personal
agent. All personal agents belonging to this domai,
are collected into this "peoph" directory and haw, a
unique name that corresponds to a certain user’s name
such as "tanaka."
A workflowagent, has the following UB.Laddress.
iualip://obp.cl.nec.co.jp/bpt

/ I

This kind of IJItL format is used fi~r a dynamically
ge,erated address. "Bpt" is the subdirectory with
workflow agents (BPT agents) and ’T’ is a serial number generated by the agent managementprocess. This
process generates an agent address by applying a predefined generation rule and registers it to the agent
table or erases it whenthe agent finishes execution.
These mechanisms are implemented with OMG’s
5 (OM(; 1993). hnplementation of the global
CORBA
communication system is described later in implementation section.
The global communication message format is defined
based on the KQML
(Finin &: Weber 1993) fort,at.
Two types of performatives are used from the KQML:
"evaluate" and "reply". Global messages are always
used with a pair of "evaluate" and "reply". The fob
lowing is an example of an "evaluate" global message.
5C.ommonObject Request Broker Architecture
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(evaluate
:content (MessageToBeSent)
:langue~e inali
:ontology Snalf
:reply-withID
:senderinalip://HostA/psopls/iehiguro
:receiverinalip://HostB/people/tarumi
Here, the language and the ontology are currently
fixed to "inali" only.
Local Communication The local communication
protocol is used for sub-agent communications. Unlike the global communicatio,, all local communication messages are processed by one main process: the
local communication chaunel. Each sub-agent is always connected to the local communication channel
and exchanges messages through this channel. Each
sub-agent’s address is represented by its name because
local communieatio, is limited inside the same machine.
lu this local communicationprotocol, there are three
kinds of messages and two types of addressing methods.
The three message types are "Request", "Answer",
and "Order". "l~equest" and "Answer" form a pair of
messages for synchronous communication. These messages correspond to the global messages’ "evaluate"
and "reply". "Order" is a message for asynchronous
communication without A(’K.
The two addressing method types are "Private" and
"Broadcast". "Private" addressing is normally used
to send a message to one sub-agent. "Broadcast" addressing is used to send a message to all sub-ageuts
currently connected to the local communicationcha,nei. It is usehl for collecting different sohtions from
different agents at the same time.
Linking between Local and Global Agents lu
I.he IN A/I,I architect,re, global agents and sub-agents
must be able to communicatewith each other. Accessing a global agent from a sub-agent or vice. versa is
achieved by the global commtlnication sub-age[tt a,d
dialogue sub-agent. Figure ,5 illustrates the message
handling process between personal and group work
support layers.
There are two personal agents X and Y. Agent X
contains a sub-agent A and a global comm,nicatiou
s,b-agent (called "(;BComAg"for short) and Y contains a dialog,, sub-agent, a sub-agent B, aud (;BComAg.
Messagetransfer b~,twe~,n agents is achieved by hilowing steps.
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Figure 5: Message handling process between local and global communication system.
(1) Whensub-agent A sends a message to personal agent
Y, A sends a request to GBComAgof personal
agent X.
translates
this
(2) GBComAg
ate" message and sends it
ComAgalso registers the
outgoing message table in
later point (process (7)),
the "reply" message.

message into au "evaluto personal agent Y. G BID of the message to the
order to decide on, at a
the receiver sub-agent

of agent Y, is
(3) The message, received by GBComAg
translated into a local communication message and
sent to the dialogue sub-agent.
(4) The dialogue sub-agent analyzes the received message and decides on a sub-agent who can reply to
this message, and sends it to that agent (in this case
sub-agent B).
(5) Sub-agent B makes a reply for received message and
sends an "Answer" message to GBComAg.
(6) Upon receiving the "Answer" message. GBComAg
translates it into a "reply" message and sends it to
personal agent X.
of personal agent X receives the "reply"
(7) GBComAg
message and translates it into ml "Answer"message.
and sends it to sub-agent A. At this point, GBComAgknows the receiver of the answer message by
checking the message ID against one in the outgoing

message table.
Thus, the exchanging of messages between global
agents and sub-agents is achieved. The most important
feature is that the sub-agent can access a sub-agent in
another personal agent only by specifying the personal
agent’s address. Therefore, the sender of a message
need not knowthe details of the receiver agent. This
is one of the a~lvantages of the INA/LIarchitecture.
Advantages

of the

INA/LI

Architecture

This section summarizes some advantages of the
INA/LI architecture.
The [NA/LI architecture
has
advantages for both office workers and agent software
developers.
(1) Advantages for office workers.
Agents on the INA/LI architecture
support both
group and personal work. Office workers can directly access group sharable information through
data managementagents or receive notifications for
upcoming tasks from workflow agents. And if a
worker wants to know another worker’s related information, be/she simply asks another worker’s personal agent, lie/she does not need to specify nor
to know an actual sub-agent name such as scheduler sub-agent. This leads to reduce the amount of
time for the workers to get information. This is the
same style as workers do in their actual office. For
Ishiguro
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example, if a worker wants to knowabout another’s
schedule, he/she does not explicitly specify information source like a schedule book but only asks about
schedule.
(2) Advantages for software developers.
The [NA/LI architecture also gives advantages to
agent software developers. Sub-agents can be added
to or even removed from the system without considering other personal agents. This is because subagent’s nameis not specified in the glohal agent communication processes and a sub-agent that should
receive the message is decided by the dialogue subagent in the personal agent. If dialogue sub-agent
can not find an appropriate destination sub-agent,
it forwards I.he messageto the user in order to make
a reply message. This simple mechanism guarantees
to avoid the comnmnicationfailure.
Consequently, a system designer can change the size
of this system according to user request.
Finally, compared with the federation architecture
such as PAC.T(C.utkosky el al. 1993), the INA/LI
arcbitecture has following features.
¯ Groupwareagent, acts like a meta-facilitator.
Facilitators in the federation architecture correspond
to dialogue sub-agents and global communication
sub-agents in the [NA/LI architecture. These agents
manage sub-agent’s group and deliver messages to
appropriate snb-agents. However, there is no correspondence agent in the federation architecture to
the groupware agent. This kind of agent manages
group of personal agents which include several subagents. For example, a workflow agent dynamically
allocate workers according to workflow definition.
Consequently, the workflow agent make a group of
personal agents and manages it.
¯ Users are included in the INA/LI architecture as
sub-agents.
Considering a user as one of sub-agents, a dialogue
sub-agent will send messages that, can not be processed by any other sub-agents to the user.

Implementation
The agents based on the INA/LI architecture are implemented in the WindowsNT environment using the
C.+-k, BASIL’., and Pascal languages.
The local communication channel is implemented using a I)DE6 function of Windows.it consists of one
program and libraries: a local communication program
8DynamicData F~xchange
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Figure 6: A screen image of a personal agent.. The personal agent windowconsists of information fiehi from
scheduler sub-agenl., buttons to invoke workflows, and
buttons to invoke applications or suh-agents. Small
windowsrepresent the other workers" personal agents.
There is a notification
message from one persona]
agent.
and three kinds (Visual C++, Visual Basic, and DELPHI) of libraries for connecting sub-agents with a local
communicat ion program.
The glohal cornnmnication system is implemented
using CORBA.It consists of two programs and one
library: a global communication agent, a directory
agent, and a global communicatkmlibrary. The directory agent manages an agent name table. It also generates a global agent’s address with anothf’r agents’ request according to predelined nanfing rules. The global
comnmnication library" enables a program to act as a
client or a server at anytime. Using this library" global
agents can exchange messages with each other.
Both local and global comnmnication software are
provided in an agent development kit.

Some Applications based on the
INA/LI Architecture
Someapplications based on the INA/LI architecture,
which are part of the WorkWebsystem, have betm developed. In this seclion, we briefly describe how the
WorkWebagents work in cooperation.
Figure 6 showsa screen image of each worker’s ternfinalr. ()n this screen, there are sew’ral personal agents’
windows including his/her own personal agent’s win7"l’he original syslemhas a Japanesef~lll. SeverallexIs
on this screen are translated into English.
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dow. A worker interacts with the other agents through
this window.
A BPT agent is a workflow management agent. This
agent is automatically generated when a workflow is
invoked, that is, when a certain manager executes a
workflow. The BPT agent negotiates with scheduler
sub-agents of workers’ personal agents, and accesses
GIM, which collects data from other agents. For the
BPTagent, GIMcollects data on the workflow achievement and holds a "target value", which represents how
many workflows should be completed in a certain period. The BPT agent, by getting the target number
and completed number from GIM, calculates the priority for the workflow. If the difference between target
and completed number is large, the priority for the
workflow is rated high. Then the BPTagent schedules
a plan to complete the workflow and distributes it to
the appropriate personal agents. The scheduler subagent, that exists inside the personal agent, receives
this plan and decides if the worker can achieve this
task by the given deadline. If all of the answers from
the scheduler sub-agents axe "YES", the BPT starts
executing workflow and proceeds step by step. If some
worker
cannotachieve
his/her
task,theBPTagentreplanstheworkflow.
Thisis a dynamicworkflow
controlfunction,
butthedetails
arenotdescribed
here
dueto spacelimitations.
Thus,withthe cooperation
of BPT,GIM,and scheduler
sub-agents,
groupwork
represented
withworkflow
is achieved.

Conclusion
In this paper, we have presented an office work support
systemwithmultiagents.
Becausepeoplein an office
concurrently
engagein personal
andgroupwork,the
systemprovides
bothpersonal
andgroupworksupport
functions.
To supportbothpersonal
and groupwork,
a two-layered
agentarchitecture,
called
theINA/LI
architecture,
wasintroduced.
Thefirstlayeris thegroup
worksupportlayer,on whichagentsforgroupwork,
suchasBPTagents,
exist.
Thesecond
layeris thepersonalworksupport
layer,whichexists
insidethepersonalagent.Thepersonal
agentrepresents
onehuman
userandconsists
of several
sub-agents.
Thesub-agents
servetheuserassoftware
tool,suchas an information
filtering
agent,
to eliminate
theworkloadof theuser.
A workercanexpectto increase
his/her
productivity
in bothpersonaland groupwork withthe WorkWeb
system.
Aftercopingwithsomeproblems,
suchas designingportable
devices
to enabling
wearable
computers,
wireless
conmmnication
infrastructures
enabling
locationtransparent
agentcommunications,
etc.,we ex-

pect this architecture to be utilized to realize portable
personal assistance systems like intimate computers(Weiser 1991; Lamming& Flynn 1994).
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